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Abstract Software-intensive systems companies need to evolve their practices continuously in response to competitive pressures. Based on a conceptual model presented as the “Stairway to Heaven,” we present the transition process when moving from traditional development towards continuous deployment of software. Our research confirms that the transition towards agile development requires a careful introduction of agile practices into the organization, a shift to small development teams, and a focus on features rather than components. The transition towards continuous integration requires an automated test suite, a main branch to which code is continually delivered, and a modularized architecture. The move towards continuous deployment requires internal and external stakeholders to be fully involved and a proactive customer with whom to explore the concept. Finally, the transition towards R&D as an innovation system requires careful ecosystem management in order to align internal business strategies with the dynamics of a competitive business ecosystem. Characteristic for all transitions is the critical alignment of internal and external processes in order to fully maximize the benefits as provided by the business ecosystem of which a company is part.

2.1 Introduction

Today, software development is conducted in increasingly dynamic environments characterized by inter-organizational relationships and dependencies. From being an activity defined by an organization’s internal processes and practices, software
development is transitioning towards becoming an activity characterized by open innovation and co-creation of value in which an ecosystem of stakeholders co-evolves capabilities around new innovations [1, 2]. Typically, fast-changing and unpredictable market needs, complex and changing customer requirements, and pressures of shorter time-to-market are challenges that face most business ecosystems. To address this situation, the vast majority of companies have started adopting agile development methods with the intention to enhance the organization’s ability to respond to change. In emphasizing flexibility, efficiency, and speed, agile practices have led to a paradigm shift in how software is developed [3–5].

However, while the adoption of agile practices has enabled companies to shorten development cycles and increase customer collaboration, there is an urgent need to learn from customers also after deployment of the software product. The concept of continuous deployment, i.e., the ability to deliver software more frequently to customers and benefit from frequent customer feedback, has become attractive to companies. If this is achieved, companies could benefit from even shorter feedback loops, more frequent customer feedback, and the ability to more accurately validate whether the functionality that is developed corresponds to customer needs and behaviors. While the ability to continuously deploy new software functionality creates new business opportunities and extends the concept of agile practices, it presents a number of challenges.

In this chapter, we present a multiple-case study in which we explore four software development companies that are currently moving towards continuous deployment of software. We present the challenges these companies face when transitioning towards continuous deployment and beyond. Also, we identify actions companies need to take to address, and overcome, these challenges. As our theoretical framework for analysis, we use the ESAO model [6]. The model provides dimensions for assessing the end-to-end dimensions of business, technology, and organization with considerations especially taken to external stakeholders and the business ecosystem of which a company is part.

### 2.2 Background

#### 2.2.1 The “Stairway to Heaven”

Companies evolve their software development practices over time. Typically, there is a pattern that most companies follow as their evolution path and that we have reported on in previous studies [5]. We refer to this evolution as the “Stairway to Heaven,” and it is presented in Fig. 2.1. The phases of the “Stairway to Heaven” are discussed in more detail in the remainder of this section. As a summary, companies evolving from traditional development start by experimenting with one or a few agile teams. Once these teams are successful, agile practices are adopted by the R&D organization. As the R&D organization starts showing the benefits of working
agile, system integration and verification becomes involved and the company adopts continuous integration. Once continuous integration runs internally, lead customers often express an interest to receive software functionality earlier than through the normal release cycle. They want continuous deployment of software. The final step is where the software development company collects data from its customers and uses the installed customer base to run frequent feature experiments.

**Step 1:** As the first step in our model, and the starting point for most embedded systems development companies, there is traditional development. We refer to traditional development as an approach to software development characterized by slow development cycles, sequential phases, and a rigorous planning phase in which requirements are frozen upfront [7]. Typically, the approach is characterized by a waterfall-style interaction between product management, product development, system test, and the customer. Projects adopting this development approach suffer from long feedback cycles and difficulties to integrate customer feedback into the product development process [5, 7]. Typically, delivery to the customer takes place in the end of the project life cycle, and it is not until then that customers can provide feedback on the software functionality they have received.

**Step 2:** As a way to address the many challenges experienced in the traditional development approaches, most companies start adopting agile development practices. Agile practices are characterized by small cross-functional development teams, short development sprints resulting in working software, and continuous planning in which the customer is involved to allow for continuous customer feedback [4, 8]. In agile organizations, however, product management and system verification still work according to the traditional development approach [5].

**Step 3:** The third step in our model is where a company succeeds in establishing practices that allow for frequent integration of work, daily builds, and fast commit of changes, e.g., automated builds and automated test. At this point, both product development organization and test and verification organization work according to agile practices with short feedback cycles and continuous
integration of work. Humble and Farley [9] define continuous integration as a software development practice where members of a team integrate their work frequently, leading to multiple integrations per day.

**Step 4**: Continuous deployment implies that you continuously push out changes to the code instead of doing large builds and having planned releases of large chunks of functionality. This allows for continuous customer feedback, the ability to learn from customer usage data, and to eliminate work that doesn’t produce value for the customer. At this point, R&D, product management, and customers are all involved in a rapid, agile development cycle in which response time is short [10].

**Step 5**: The fifth and final step in the “Stairway to Heaven” evolution model is where the development organization responds based on instant customer feedback and where actual deployment of software functionality is seen as a way of validating functionality. The intention is to expose customers to partial implementation of functionality and use their feedback for determining the value of that particular functionality [11].

### 2.2.2 The ESAO Model

One of the most common models to provide a holistic perspective of the dimensions of business, technology, and organization is the BAPO model [12, 13]. The BAPO model defines four concerns, i.e., business, architecture, process, and organization, which can be used for the mapping of roles and responsibilities and for understanding organizational structures [13]. The model is frequently applied for analysis and assessment in both academia and industry.

More recently, the ESAO model has been proposed as an extension to the BAPO model [6]. The ESAO (Ecosystem, Strategy, Architecture and Organizing) model consists of six interdependent dimensions that are important to take into account for software development companies when assessing the alignment between their business, their technologies, their processes, and their internal and external interactions. The six dimensions concern an internal and an external company perspective, and it is helpful for understanding the interdependency between a company and the ecosystem of which it is part. In this study, we apply the external dimensions, i.e., the ecosystem dimensions, in our analysis of the challenges and the actions involved in the transition between each of the steps in the “Stairway to Heaven” model.

In Fig. 2.2, we present the ESAO model. The model emphasizes that the internal and external perspective on each dimension need to be aligned with each other, i.e., ecosystem strategy and internal strategy, ecosystem architecture and internal architecture, and ecosystem organizing and internal organizing. The ESAO model focuses on achieving and maintaining alignment between internal and external dimensions, and therefore, we find it useful in our analysis of how actions required by a company interplay with the ecosystem of which the company is part.
2.2.2.1 The Ecosystem Perspective

In the ESAO model, the ecosystem perspective emphasizes the role of an organization in a larger context and the implications this has on business strategy. As illustrated in the model, it is critical to align internal processes with external processes and to align internal change initiatives with strategic options that are within the business ecosystem of which the organization is part. Below, we describe each dimension as presented in [6]:

**Ecosystem Strategy**: The strategy dimension of a company is related to the business ecosystem of the organization and the strategic options that it has available in its role in this ecosystem. Depending on the strategic choices made by the company, there are significant implications on the system and software development practices of the organization.

**Ecosystem Architecture**: The architecture dimension defines the interface between an organization’s internal architecture and the solutions that are provided by suppliers, firms that build software on top of a product or platform, and other roles that have an impact on the product and its architecture. In addition to the focus on interfaces between different stakeholders, focus is also on the architecture strategy. In being part of a business ecosystem, commoditization and innovation of new functionality are ongoing processes that have an impact on long-term architectural planning.

**Ecosystem Organizing**: The organizing dimension deals with how firms work with their customers, suppliers, and ecosystem partners in terms of processes, tools, and ways of organizing the communication and collaboration. For example, many companies have internally adopted agile ways for working while they have suppliers that still use traditional development, causing a disruption in the internal
development processes. In the ESAO model, the organizing dimension emphasizes the importance of aligning internal and external development and release processes.

2.3 Research Method and Sites

This study builds on a six months multiple-case study [14], involving four software development companies. All four companies are moving towards continuous deployment of software. In representing different stages in this transition, we find these companies of particular interest for understanding the challenges involved, as well as the actions to take, in this process.

The main data collection method used is semi-structured interviews with open-ended questions [15]. In total, 18 interviews were conducted. In companies A and B, we conducted five interviews in each company, involving software and function developers, software architects, system engineers, configuration managers, and project leaders. In companies C and D, we conducted four interviews in each company, involving software developers, component/system integrators, project/release managers, product line maintenance, and a product owner. All 18 interviews were conducted in English and each interview lasted for about 1 h. In addition to summarizing notes, all interviews were recorded in order for the research team to have a full description of what was said [14]. Each interview was transcribed and the transcriptions were shared among the researchers to allow for further elaboration on the empirical material. In addition to the interviews, documentation review and field notes were complementary data collection methods, including software development documents, project management documents, and corporate websites and brochures. The four companies involved in our study are described below:

**Company A** is involved in developing systems for military defense and civil security. The systems focus on surveillance, threat detection, force protection, and avionics systems. Internally, the company is organized in different departments with systems engineering (SE) and quality assurance (QA) being the two departments included in this study. In relation to the model presented in Fig. 2.1, this company is best described as a company doing traditional development but moving towards an agile R&D organization.

**Company B** is an equipment manufacturer developing, manufacturing, and selling a variety of products within the embedded systems domain. The company structure is highly distributed with globally distributed development teams. Also, suppliers do a significant part of the development. In relation to the model presented in Fig. 2.1, this company is described as a company close to continuous integration. Still, parts of the organization are traditional, but there are a number of teams that operate in a highly agile manner and that have continuous integration in place.

**Company C** is a manufacturer and supplier of transport solutions for commercial use. Similar to company B, the development organization is largely dependent on supplier organizations. In relation to the model presented in Fig. 2.1, this company can be described as a company with parts of its development organization
being traditional and parts of it being highly agile and with continuous integration practices in place.

**Company D** is a provider of telecommunication systems and equipment, communications networks, and multimedia solutions for mobile and fixed network operators. The organization is highly distributed with globally distributed development. In relation to the model presented in Fig. 2.1, this company is described as a company with established practices for continuous integration and with initiatives to continuous deployment in place.

### 2.4 Findings and Analysis

In this section we present our case study findings and analysis. In our presentation, we outline the challenges our interviewees experience when transitioning between each of the steps in the “Stairway to Heaven” (Fig. 2.1). In our analysis, we use the ESAO framework (Fig. 2.2) and the dimensions of (1) ecosystem strategy, (2) ecosystem architecture, and (3) ecosystem organizing, to describe each transition and what actions the companies need to take to address these challenges.

#### 2.4.1 From Traditional to Agile R&D

All companies involved in our study are transitioning towards agile development practices. Either small parts of the organization are agile or, as in some companies, the majority of the development teams work according to agile practices. One of the challenges that the companies experience when transitioning towards agile practices is that current processes and ways of working are often difficult to align with the agile parts of the organization. Also, while internal processes and structures are agile, it is not necessarily so that external stakeholders, such as suppliers and customers, transition towards agile practices. To be part of a larger business ecosystem has implications on processes as well as tools, and this is something that all companies experience as a true challenge when going agile. Another challenge is the business model that is usually traditional in character and based on yearly releases and long development cycles. This gives a conservative impression with expectations set upfront rather than being flexible and responsive towards evolving customer needs.

Based on the experiences from our study, we outline actions companies need to take when transitioning from traditional to agile development. To do this, we use the ESAO ecosystem dimensions [6] emphasizing the importance of aligning internal company dimensions with external ecosystem dimensions.

**Ecosystem Strategy:** The business strategy is critical when establishing a culture and support for a new development approach. Our study emphasizes the importance of introducing agile development as an approach that allows for new business
opportunities in terms of frequent releases, shorter time-to-market, and close collaboration to customers. While this creates new opportunities in terms of business value, it might upset other stakeholders in the ecosystem. Therefore, companies need to strategically position themselves to maximize revenue while at the same time contribute to the business ecosystem.

**Ecosystem Architecture**: When transitioning towards agile development, an important initiative is to make sure that feature teams are supported by an architect who “safeguards” the team and the integrity of the architecture. Our study emphasizes the importance of having appointed architects that work closely with the development teams and help in protecting the architecture. Also, these architects play an important role in aligning the internal architecture with the dynamics of an external ecosystem.

**Ecosystem Organizing**: The introduction of agile working practices is important and requires strong managerial support. Agile development implies small, cross-functional teams working on parts of the functionality. One important initiative when moving towards agile development is therefore to have mechanisms for team formation and for teams to empower and self-direct themselves. Also, renegotiating supplier contracts to facilitate for agile development might be necessary and, if so, needs to be a highly prioritized activity.

### 2.4.2 From Agile to Continuous Integration

Several of the companies involved in this study have continuous integration practices in place in at least parts of the organization. While the adoption of automated tests is diverse, it is seen as the way forward and as one highly prioritized activity to achieve more frequent delivery of software. According to our interviewees, there are a number of challenges to address when transitioning from agile to continuous integration. First, the dependency to other ecosystem stakeholders such as suppliers makes development complex, and most interviewees experience this dependency as having a negative effect on development speed. In addition, several of the interviewees mention that fitting different components from different suppliers takes time, so it is not only the development lead-time that is long but also the integration of components that is time-consuming and costly. One challenge that is often mentioned is the dependency between components and component interfaces. This makes modularization difficult and hence, development teams are highly dependent on each other. Another challenge is the testing activities. All companies emphasize the need for automatic testing and daily builds, while at the same time finding this is difficult in an embedded system involving hardware with slow development cycles.

Based on the experiences from our study, we outline actions companies need to take when transitioning from agile to continuous integration. To do this, we use the ESAO ecosystem dimensions [6] emphasizing the importance of aligning internal company dimensions with external ecosystem dimensions.
**Ecosystem Strategy:** When transitioning to continuous integration, the business perspective needs to shift from the “milestone perspective” with yearly releases to a perspective in which delivery and release are viewed as continuous activities and where there is always a shippable product. This requires support, not only from the internal business models but also from other stakeholders in the business ecosystem, such as external suppliers as well as customers.

**Ecosystem Architecture:** To reap the benefits of continuous integration, development needs to be modularized into smaller units, i.e., the build process needs to be shortened so that tests can be run more frequently on particular parts of the system. Our study shows that development lead-time is efficiently reduced once the architectural concerns are modularized. This allows for more frequent deliveries, the opportunity to learn more frequently from feedback, but also for efficient decoupling of dependencies to other ecosystem stakeholders.

**Ecosystem Organizing:** The transition towards continuous integration requires a cultural shift and a transformation of previous traditions and values. Companies need to organize themselves to allow for short cycles between the development organization and validation and verification. To align these two is critical to benefit from daily builds and frequent tests. Also, companies need to adopt test-driven development practices and processes that support automated tests. In order to reduce complexity, companies should strive for a process in which code is checked into one main development branch, i.e., the production line, to avoid having several branches since that will only add to complexity and lead-time.

### 2.4.3 From Continuous Integration to Continuous Deployment

In several of the companies involved in this study, continuous integration is a well-established practice, and there are attempts to involve proactive customers in continuous deployment of software functionality. However, there are a number of barriers that need to be addressed to succeed in this endeavor. What is most evident from our interviews is the complexity that arises in different network configurations at customer sites. While the product has its standard configurations, there are always customized solutions as well as local configurations that add complexity. In a business ecosystem involving a large number of stakeholders, this becomes a major task to manage for the company deploying the software. A common challenge is when a customer wants a new feature but has an old version of the product to which this new feature has to be configured. From the interviews it is clear that customers still regard upgrades and new features as a challenge due to the risk of interfering with legacy. Furthermore, the internal verification loop needs to be significantly shortened to not only develop functionality fast but to also deploy it as fast at customer site.
In the transition towards continuous deployment, all corporate functions need to be involved. Similar with introducing agile practices to different parts of the organization as the very first step when moving from traditional development to agile development, the transition towards continuous deployment requires involvement of different organizational units in order to fully succeed. Especially, product management needs to be involved as they are the interface towards customers. Finally, finding a proactive customer who is willing to explore the concept of continuous deployment is found critical.

Based on the experiences from our study, we outline actions companies need to take when transitioning from continuous integration towards continuous deployment. To do this, we use the ESAO ecosystem dimensions [6] emphasizing the importance of aligning internal company dimensions with external ecosystem dimensions.

**Ecosystem Strategy:** When moving towards continuous deployment of software, companies need to identify a proactive customer within the ecosystem who is willing to explore the concept. When having identified a “lead customer,” the development organization can start building a continuous deployment culture and capability, in which fast customer feedback serves as direct input to improved software functionality. The lead customer serves as a role model to other customers in the ecosystem and benefits from the opportunity to get new software functionality as soon as the development organization has something to deliver. To achieve this, companies need to adapt their business model and strategy to support continuous deployment of functionality. Also, continuous deployment of software will allow companies to move closer to its customers, and therefore, current relationships and dependencies within the ecosystem need to be strategically reconfigured.

**Ecosystem Architecture:** When deploying software on a continuous basis, companies need efficient mechanisms to roll back unsuccessful deployments and mechanisms to deploy parts of the system rather than the entire system. In terms of architecture, complexity arises when different customers have different network configurations to which software is deployed. While the product has its standard configurations, there are always customized solutions as well as local configurations that cannot be fully accounted for. Therefore, companies need to carefully align the internal architecture with the ecosystem of which it is part.

**Ecosystem Organizing:** To succeed with continuous deployment, all corporate functions need to work in short cycles and with the intention to deliver smaller features more frequently to customers. This requires that not only the development and testing organizations work in short cycles but that product management and release, as well as customers, engage in this. Similar with introducing agile practices, the transition towards continuous deployment requires involvement of different organizational units in order to fully succeed. In addition, external ecosystem stakeholders are affected which requires companies to manage increased complexity and competitiveness.
2.4.4 From Continuous Deployment to R&D as an “Innovation System”

In one of the companies involved in this study, agile processes have been around for several years, and they have become widespread within the company. A large part of the organization is familiar with continuous integration, and the company is pushing towards continuous deployment for parts of the product and for a selected segment of its customers. The fast feedback loop to customers is regarded as the major benefit. According to the company, faster feedback means cheaper development since the development organization can spend time on developing things customers want instead of correcting mistakes in functionality that is not necessarily what the customer asked for. In advancing towards R&D as an “innovation system,” the company foresees that their product needs to be instrumented so that customer data can be automatically collected from the installed product base. To identify relevant metrics is a highly prioritized activity in order to collect data that will work as a basis for product improvements and new feature development. Second, the company needs to develop the capability to effectively use the collected data to test new ideas with customers. In the transition towards R&D as an innovation system, the company will move closer to its customers. This might upset other stakeholders in the ecosystem who have previously been the ones interacting with customers. To carefully manage this tension, while at the same time generate business revenue, is a challenge identified as critical for successful co-creation of customer value.

Based on the experiences from our study, we outline actions companies need to take when transitioning from continuous deployment to R&D as an “innovation system.” To do this, we use the ESAO ecosystem dimensions [6] emphasizing the importance of aligning internal company dimensions with external ecosystem dimensions.

**Ecosystem Strategy**: To have R&D as an innovation system that responds directly based on customer feedback, companies need to establish a strategy and culture in which they continuously innovate in synergy with its customers. Instead of having requirements frozen before development starts, this approach allows for evolving requirements once the system is taken into use by its customers. To achieve this, strategic collection and analysis of customer data are critical, as well as mechanisms that allow for quick response to customers. Also, business and pricing models need to support short-cycle and customer data-driven innovation processes in the ecosystem.

**Ecosystem Architecture**: To support a viable ecosystem architecture, infrastructures need to be established that support run-time variation of functionality. This is required to allow for continuous innovation and experimentation with customers. For example, the architecture needs to support A/B testing which is one technique that is applied by companies when experimenting with customers. Also, instrumentation of code for data collection purposes is necessary which usually requires an extension of current architectures.
**Ecosystem Organizing:** For achieving short cycles and rapid response to customer feedback, requirements, development, validation, and release functions need to work together. Initiatives that facilitate for aligning and integrating internal and external corporate functions need to be prioritized. Companies need to develop the capability to effectively use data collected from other ecosystem stakeholders in order to improve current system versions, develop new functionality, and innovate entirely new products. This requires careful collaboration with other ecosystem stakeholders and an organization that allows external contributions.

**Conclusions**

In this study, we explore how software development companies evolve their practices over time. Based on a conceptual model presented as the “Stairway to Heaven,” we present the transition process when moving from traditional development towards continuous deployment of software.

Based on our analysis, and in accordance with previous research, we see that the transition towards agile development requires a careful introduction of agile practices into the organization, a shift to small development teams, and a focus on features rather than components [16]. The transition towards continuous integration requires an automated test suite, a main branch to which code is continually delivered, and a modularized architecture [9]. The move towards continuous deployment requires internal and external stakeholders to be fully involved and a proactive customer with whom to explore the concept [9]. Finally, the transition towards R&D as an innovation system requires careful ecosystem management in order to align internal business strategies with the dynamics of a competitive business ecosystem [6, 11]. Characteristic for all transitions is the critical alignment of internal and external processes in order to fully maximize the benefits as provided by the business ecosystem of which a company is part.
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